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the family profile service is free for all samsung family account holders. if you create a family
account before the extension is available, the family profile service will be automatically activated.
family profile service as a valued business and shopping partner, samsung offers many enhanced
services to help make your business more productive and successful. samsung's business priority

service helps you have the best access to the samsung mobile and pc ecosystem, including all
enterprise content and applications, samsung mobile cloud services, knox security, and related tools.

to take advantage of this offering, visit the my samsung area in your app store to register. in
addition to offers within the samsung shop, you may discover additional offers in other apps and on
the web from samsung partners. to learn more about these offers, see the offer terms. if you click
the button to make a purchase, the app may automatically offer promotional offers to you from

samsung partners. it is your decision whether to accept or decline these offers. you can opt-out of
such offers at any time by deactivating your samsung account. the product delivered to you by the
service is the software that is owned by samsung. in some cases, the eula for the software consists
of the terms and conditions set forth by you. in other cases, the eula for the software consists of the
terms and conditions set forth by us. in either case, the eula for the software that you receive is set
forth in this end-user license agreement (eula). you can use the software according to the terms of
the end-user license agreement for the software, for which the eula has been set forth in this eula.

the software may not be resold or transferred to any other party and you may not transfer your
license to the software to any other party.
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a ´freeware´ is not free software. it is software available for free to use and for free to redistribute.
these programs are not automatically free software. a freeware is not open source software and
generally, the free usage does not include the ability to modify it. the majority of the freeware is

designed to be used within certain restrictions and it is intended to remain free software. those who
release freeware are usually not open source developers. the software is under a license that allows

certain acts of copying, distribution, and modification (including but not limited to translation into
other languages). the license terms may require users of the software to also provide certain rights
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to the owners of the software. this aspect is commonly referred to as a "copyleft" license, and it
causes the software to be free software. note that the above does not apply to firmware in regular

firmware files or embedded firmware as in one of the files used in android builds, where the firmware
is already embedded at the binary level. that is, the firmware never leaves the device once it is
loaded. the only cases where it may be reasonable to refer to them as free software are those

described below: this license lets you download a free version and use it for as long as you want, as
long as you don't make any money from it. if you distribute it, you must give users the "strongest

freedom possible" so the software can be changed or improved, and the source code must be
provided. how does the entrust identity app work? once installed on your mobile device, the entrust
identity app will be configured in your mobile device network settings and you will use it within the

network. during enrollment, you will select the device from your network that you wish to enroll, you
will provide an account number and password to the device and by default the device will use the

carriers authentication protocol (eap) to authenticate you. the entrust identity app does not access
any of your financial information and the device will not ask for your password as you enter the

authentication protocol. the device will be authenticated and you will be presented with a screen to
enter your account number and password so that the device is authenticated. once the device is

authenticated, your request to perform a transaction will be accepted. as part of the authentication
process, the device will be required to attest to the validity of the transaction. you will be given the

option to approve or reject the transaction. 5ec8ef588b
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